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“The power of the Web is in its

universality. Access by everyone

regardless of disability…”

-Berners-Lee, 2013
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Why is accessibility important?

Graphic designers create visual communications to convey ideas, data and

messages in a graphic format. They serve as a mediator between information and

the audience. The accessibility handbook stems from the belief that web designers

and developers have the ability to empower users with Autism Spectrum Disorder

through making mindful design decisions.



Why does the handbook focus on people with ASD?

Individuals with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) are a particular group of

interest as research suggests user interfaces can be a significant facilitator of

communication and engagement. Digital interfaces provide users with ASD

with the ability to limit social complexities and explore, interpret and interact

with information at their own pace. Additionally individuals with ASD are one of

the highest users of screen-based media in comparison to people with learning

disabilities.26



What is the ASD Accessibility Handbook?

The ASD Accessibility Handbook demonstrates strategies graphic designers can

implement to create meaningful and effective visual communications for people

with ASD; leading the way for equal access to information online.
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This online handbook contains design guidelines for creating websites that are more

accessible for individuals with ASD. The handbook is designed for both designers and

developers to create websites that can empower individuals with ASD. The strategies

aim to encourage greater mindfulness when designing and developing websites.
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Navigation

There are 2 ways you can navigate

through The ASD Accessibility

handbook:

1.	 Navigation bar on the left

hand side

2.	 Using right and left arrows on



the keyboard which take you

through the website in a linear

fashion



Checklist

The checklist provides an overview

of the strategies you can implement

to improve web accessibility for

individuals with ASD.



Structure

The strategies to improve accessibility

for individuals with ASD are divided into

4 sections these are:

1.	 Layout

2.	 Navigation

3.	 Colour

4.	 Multimedia



Viewing Options

The viewing options button on the top

right hand corner gives you the ability

to change your viewing experience

•	 Text size

•	 Colour

•	 Coloured overlay

•	 PDF format
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Viewing Preferences

One size does not necessarily fit the needs of everyone. Customise the viewing

options to improve your viewing experience.



Text Size



Choose the text size of the website

Small



Medium



Large



Colour Overlay



Choose a coloured overlay which will be placed over the website.



Mint Green



Light blue



Colour Settings



Chose whether you would like the website to be in colour or in grayscale.



Colour



Grayscale



Print and PDF Conversion Options

View page in PDF format or in print



Convert page to PDF

and print document



Convert The ASD

Accessibility Handbook

into a PDF file and print

document.
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Through mindfulness designers have the ability to design accessible, usable and

beautiful web designs that empower users with ASD.
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What is web accessibility?

Accessibility is about giving everyone an equal opportunity to understand,

navigate and interact with information online.1 Although accessibility has a focus

on making information more available to individuals with disabilities it is important

to acknowledge that everyone has different cognitive styles which inform how

information is interpreted. Utilising accessibility principles can improve user

experience for all by identifying users needs and abilities.



What is Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD)?

Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is defined as a developmental disability

recognised at the early stages of a child’s development.2 Individuals diagnosed

with ASD experience specific atypical patterns of communication.3 This can affect

the person to varying degrees. Some of the primary difficulties experienced by

people with autism include failure to extract meaning, processing difficulties and

sensitivity to detail.4



Why is accessibility important for people with ASD?

As more individuals are recognised as having ASD it is increasingly important

for these individuals needs to be incorporated when designing websites. There

is significant clinical evidence to suggest the effectiveness of communicating,

engaging and educating individuals with ASD through computer interfaces.5

The 4 main benefits of using digital to communicate to people with ASD are:

•	 Information can be delivered in a systematic and direct manner

•	 Information can be presented in various formats

•	 Users can limit social interaction that can cause anxiety and

misunderstanding
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Checklist

The checklist provides an overview of strategies which can be implemented to improve

web accessibility for users with ASD. A printable version of this checklist is available

if you click the “Print Options” button on the right hand corner of the screen. This can

be used as a reference point throughout the process of designing and developing a

website.
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Layout



Colour

Grid structure is utilised



Significant colour contrast



Limited vertical scrolling no

horizontal scrolling



Design does not rely solely on

colour to convey message



Text does not run longer than

half the width of the page



Customisable colour



Consideration of users mental

model



Coloured overlay available



Navigation



Multimedia



User can easily identify where

they are



Provide text alternative



Consistent navigation on each

page



Clear pause, stop and play

buttons on multimedia elements



Clear overview provided if

user needs to complete a task



Do not use multiple multimedia

elements on a page

Do not assume multimedia will

help the user’s comprehension
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Designing for accessibility is considering how different users will perceive and interpret

a piece of design. The handbook aims to define parameters to create accessible

meaningful and effective communication on the web for users with ASD.

Designers have the ability to empower users with cognitive disabilities through mindful

design decisions. Below are the categories which are covered in The ASD Accessibility

Handbook.
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Layout Overview

Layout is an important element of web design as it provides a framework for the

arrangement of elements on a page informing a website’s functionality and aesthetics.

A successful layout guides the viewer and concisely communicates the designer’s

intended message. To ensure a layout communicates the intended message and is

accessible to all, it is necessary to ensure the layout is simple, consistent and well

structured.
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Click the links below to view specific strategies to improve web accessibility for

individuals with ASD through layout.



Grid



Scrolling
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Click the links below to view specific strategies to improve web accessibility for

individuals with ASD through layout.
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Layout: Grid

Grids provide a framework for creating consistent user-friendly layouts, providing a

structure for the organisation of images, text and media.



Example of a 3 column grid



Benefit for neurotypical users:



Benefit for users with ASD:



Consistency provides a sense of

familiarity to user.



Research suggests people with

ASD can often become anxious

when confronted with unknown

environments. Presenting

information in a linear and

organised manner can reduce

anxiety.9



Eye tracking studies suggest that

users are responsive to a grid

format and by utilising a grid you

can have more control of how

viewer’s experience information.7

Additionally the research suggests

that structuring information

through columns holds viewer’s

attention better than long rows

across the page.8



Designing a consistent website can

minimise the amount of memory

and mental effort required.10
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Click the links below to view specific strategies to improve web accessibility for

individuals with ASD through layout.
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Layout: Scrolling

Try to limit scrolling as this can cause users to become distracted and miss important

information.



Can you hold the viewer’s attention this long?



Benefit for neurotypical users:



Benefit for users with ASD:



Eye tracking studies suggest that

viewers attention trails off as they

scroll down a page.7



People with ASD tend to have

more of a local processing style

which can lead them to become

distracted by detail and overlook

the big picture.11 Minimising

the amount of information per

page can ensure users gain an

understanding of the website’s

primary purpose and don’t

get distracted by irrelevant

information.



While it can be tempting to place

a lot of information on a web

page, consider if all information

on the page is necessary. Are

users mindlessly scrolling or

actively engaging?
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